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GG spacecraft



PGB (Pico Gravity Box) intermediate stage



GG accelerometer assembly



GG accelerometer:
section along spin/symmetry axis



GG accelerometer
response to differential effect

(click to activate)

http://eotvos.dm.unipi.it/WorkshopINRIM/GGbalanceAnimated.gif
http://eotvos.dm.unipi.it/WorkshopINRIM/GGbalanceAnimated.gif
http://eotvos.dm.unipi.it/WorkshopINRIM/GGbalanceAnimated.gif


GG accelerometer 3D tour
(click to open 3D PDF, then click on drawing to start 3D tour of all parts )

http://eotvos.dm.unipi.it/WorkshopINRIM/GGassembly3D25may09.pdf
http://eotvos.dm.unipi.it/WorkshopINRIM/GGassembly3D25may09.pdf


Launch lock-unlock



Fine lock-unlock at zero g



Fractional mass moments of test cylinders
The differential acceleration due to the Earth’s monopole
coupling differently with the (inevitably) different
quadrupole mass moments of the test cylinders mimics (in
each measurement) a UFF/WEP violation.
It is proportional to β = ∆I

I = Iz−Ix,y
Ix,y

which must be
positive (z is teh rotation axis) but sufficiently small for this
effect (known from celestial mechanics) to be below the
target violation signal.
We can measure β by measuring the torsional oscillation
frequencies around the 3 principal moments of inertia. If the
same bar farme is used in all 3 measuremenst it will not
affect the measurement.
Once the measurement is made, careful machining allows
small changes to achieved the required value. With 10 kg
cylinders this is not an issue, also because....
Rotation around symmetry axis of test cylinders makes their
mass anomalies not a crucial problem (they give DC effects
and do not compete with the signal.)



Material choice of test cylinders

Rotation around the symmetry axis of test cylinders unique to GG.
It makes requirements on mass anomalies much less strict.
In GG test cylinders have large masses (10 kg), which also makes precision
manufacturing easier.
(Experiment at room temperature).

This is why it appears to be possible to use materials known to be more sensitive
to violation ... but ruled out in torsion balance and other experiments where
manufacturing of test masses is far more demanding.



Read-out



Heterodyne laser interferometry with spatial separation
and external beam launcher



GG case (I)



GG case (II)


